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Chapter 2711: absolute suppression 

 “Hmm? What was going on? Why are there only 21 enemies?” 

Old Mondo stood on the city wall with a look of disbelief.”Could it be that the enemy wants to use these 

twenty-one people to block our sixty high-level battle generals and two million soldiers? This is 

impossible!” 

“Our generals range from three-star earth-god to five-star earth-god! Among the soldiers, there are 

500000 two-star earth-god level, and 1.5 million one-star earth-god level!” 

“With so many people, even if they don’t fight back and only defend, it’s enough to exhaust the spiritual 

energy of these twenty-one people and their own true core strength! Unless …” 

As old Meng was calculating the trend of the battle, he was suddenly stunned. His pupils couldn’t help 

but contract, and his whole body trembled.”Unless, the enemy’s twenty-one people have an absolute 

advantage in battle strength! One wave … Flat-out?” 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

Chen Xiaobei stepped on the giant barbaric Tiger and took out the four demonic swords and the infinite 

sword formation! 

The limitless Saint Demon King’s Dharma idol rose, and the Black Tower stood proudly! 

In an instant, heaven and earth were enveloped by a fierce and terrifying demonic Qi, as if a demonic 

realm had descended and the sky was collapsing! 

“Not good!” 

Old Mondo screamed,”this Dharma!” This sword formation! He had already reached the level of a 

seven-star earth-god! Only the city Lord can resist an attack of this level! But at this moment, the city 

Lord and the eight six-star earth-god lion-tiger generals have not arrived yet …” 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Before he could finish his sentence, the four huge swords in the hands of the limitless Saint Demon King 

had already slashed down! 

Each sword was a thousand meters long! Every sword strike carried an absolutely crushing speed and 

power! 

As the sword shadow slashed down, thousands of Titan Warriors in a straight line were instantly cut into 

pieces by the sharp sword radiance. They had no power to resist at all! 

Under the four sword shadows, nearly 40000 people were instantly killed! 

And this was only the beginning! 
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With Chen Xiaobei’s continuous supply of spiritual Qi, the Infinity Saint Demon King’s Dharma form was 

like a demon dancing in the sky, sweeping across the battlefield! 

Wherever the sword edge passed, corpses were strewn all over the ground and blood flowed like a 

river! 

my God … This sword formation is too terrifying … 

Old Mondo took in a breath of cold air, but he was still able to maintain his calm.”Fortunately! Every 

time the sword formation was activated, it would consume a large number of upper spiritual stones! At 

this rate, I’ll need to activate it at least 50 times to kill all two million people!” 

“The enemy shouldn’t have that many spirit stones. Even if they did, they would need a lot of time! We 

can definitely delay until the reinforcements from the north, south, east and west cities arrive!” 

Old Mondo calculated,’as long as the reinforcements from the North, South, East, and West cities are in 

place, we can form the [ heaven splitting divine axe battle formation ] and directly destroy the enemy’s 

Demon God sword formation! When the city Lord arrives, he’ll be able to attack the enemy from the 

front and back, completely crushing them!” 

It had to be said that old Mondo was very calm, and his calculations were very reasonable! 

However, he would never have expected that Chen Xiaobei’s pinnacle infinite sword formation was just 

an appetizer! 

“Ice Age!” 

Xuan po activated his power, and a terrifying icy River came crashing down! 

“Flame-exploding heavenly weapon!” 

The infernal spirit, with the help of the blood God’s deity-burning painting and the power of the array 

and the 48 Blood God’s clones, released countless flame-bursting heavenly soldiers! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the blink of an eye, the ice River crushed down and extreme cold descended! 

Everywhere it passed, from generals to Warriors, their protective Zhen Yuan was instantly broken and 

turned into ice sculptures. 

With one strike, he had killed over 20000 people! 

The Lord of huge axe city had led the eight most powerful warriors in the city, the Tiger generals, to 

ambush them. The most powerful warrior on the scene was only a five-star earth-god. 

When Xuan po reached the six-star earth-god level, coupled with the support of his eight-star earth-god 

Body, there was a gap of nearly two major realms in strength. 

Naturally, he would be invincible! 

“Boom boom boom …” 



Then, countless flame-exploding heavenly soldiers charged into the enemy’s formation like thousands of 

soldiers. 

The strength and speed of these flaming celestial soldiers were comparable to a peak six-star earth-god 

instrument. 

More importantly, these celestial soldiers would not be injured, die, or be afraid. 

Under the control of the flaming wings infernal spirit, the inflammable heavenly soldiers were like fierce 

Tigers charging into a flock of sheep. Their punches and kicks all had the power of inflammable! It could 

instantly blast the enemy into minced meat! 

In just one charge, another 20000 people were killed! 

“Oh my God … Where did these two six-star earth-god level demons come from …” 

Old Mondo was dumbfounded, he swallowed his saliva and became nervous, ” “Including these two 

demons, there are two million people under the city. I’m afraid they can only hold on until the 

reinforcements arrive if all of them die … No! It’s wrong!” 

“Five tigers soul shattering!” 

“Heavenly edge Imperial limit!” 

Before old Meng could finish his words, both Xiang Yu and Ying Zheng had activated the power of their 

seven-star earth-god instruments! 

With a wave of his arm, the spear in Xiang Yu’s hand bloomed with endless spiritual light, and five Giant 

Tiger Dharma forms as majestic as mountains pounced out! 

At the same time, Ying Zheng slashed down with his sword. The gold and silver light was as bright as the 

sun and the moon, and millions of sword beams came down like a storm! 

In the blink of an eye, nearly 40000 people were killed by the giant Tiger and their corpses were strewn 

all over the ground! Another 40,000 people were cut into pieces by the billions of sword rays and died 

from a thousand cuts! 

Oh my God … Two more seven-star earth-god instruments? ” 

Old Mondo almost peed his pants,”who is the enemy?” Why did he have such a strong foundation? At 

this rate, the West Gate would fall within 10 minutes … Reinforcements! Why aren’t the reinforcements 

here yet?” 

“Big sleeves embrace the breeze!” 

“The long sleeves cover the stars!” 

Old Mondo thought that he could hold on for another 10 minutes, but Jiang Ziya and old Wang 

immediately gave him a tight slap! 

Jiang Ziya and old Wang were wearing yin-yang Daoist robes, one black and one white. They were both 

seven-star earth-god level! 



The two Daoist robes were known for their defensive capabilities, but their offensive capabilities were 

not to be underestimated either! 

A gust of wind rushed out from Jiang Ziya’s white robe, and the wind blades were like knives, sweeping 

across the battlefield! 

Dark clouds that covered the sky spread out from Lao Wang’s Black robe. They were like ghosts, and in 

the darkness, they devoured people! 

In an instant, more than 60000 Titan Warriors had been killed! 

“I’m finished … I’m finished …” 

The nervousness on old Mondo’s face turned into despair, ” another two seven-star earth-god 

instruments have joined the battle … If this continues, the West City will be taken down in five minutes 

… 

“Lightning Dragon!” 

“Demon God, descend!” 

Old Mondo really peed … Before he could finish his words, another two seven-star earth-god 

instruments appeared! 

“Swish!” 

A cold light arrived first, and then the spear shot out like a dragon! 

Yun Zhao was clad in silver scale armor. With the silver Dragon Spear in her hand, she charged straight 

into the enemy formation. 

“Swish!” 

With thousands of soldiers and horses present, all the heroes in the world lowered their eyebrows! 

Lu Bu jumped a hundred meters into the air, wearing a Black Gold armor and holding a halberd in his 

hand. Like a fiend, he directly smashed into the enemy formation! 
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Chapter 2712: didn’t dare not to surrender 

The White Dragon energy construct charged through the tens of thousands of soldiers. Zhao Yun was 

facing the tens of thousands of soldiers alone. Killing enemies and generals was like cutting melons and 

vegetables! 

The heavenly halberd slashed out a sharp light, and Lu Bu alone could hold off ten thousand enemies! 

Wherever the sharp edge passed, the heads of the enemy generals rolled down, and the limbs of the 

enemy soldiers flew everywhere! 

Zhao Zilong of Changshan! Marquis Wen Lu Fengxian! 

These two men were fierce generals who could fight against ten thousand men during the Three 

Kingdoms period! 
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More importantly, the silver Dragon Spear and the heavenly halberd had been strengthened by the 

Wargod dark steel and had reached the seven-star earth-god level. Their power was far beyond the 

ordinary cold weapons of the Three Kingdoms period! 

The two of them directly charged into the enemy Army, invincible and invincible! 

In just a short moment, another 70000 to 80000 enemy soldiers had been killed! 

“It’s over … It’s really over this time …” 

Old Mondo was in complete despair, his legs went soft and he sat on the ground, ” “With just a few 

words … Nearly 500000 people have been killed! If this continues, the West District will be gone in a 

minute …” 

“Li fire burning Prairie!” 

“Thunder in all directions!” 

“Windraiser’s ten thousand miles!” 

At that moment, Nezha, Hong Hai ‘er, and Lin Nan activated their seven-star earth-god instruments. 

This time, the royal city of beixuan was well prepared. Everyone’s seven-star earth-god instruments 

were filled with spirit Qi! 

Therefore, even if the three young men’s cultivation was not high, they could still use their super-strong 

earth-god instruments on the battlefield to deal a huge blow to the enemy! 

Nezha’s fire circle! Red boy’s Lightning Spear! Lin Nan’s Fufeng sword! 

The three seven-star earth-god instruments were activated at the same time, killing 110000 to 120000 

people in an instant! 

terrifying … This is terrifying … 

Old Mondo shrieked,’what kind of power is the royal city of beixuan? Who was Chen Zhufeng? Eight 

seven-star earth-god instruments! Two six-star earth-god level demons! Such a strong foundation … 

How could it appear out of thin air?” 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

In the next moment, another nine violent rumbles burst out! 

The nine Grand shamans of the Jiuli tribe also launched a fierce attack at the same time! 

Among them, there were three seven-star earth-god instruments and six six six-star earth-god 

instruments. In one wave of concentrated fire, more than two hundred thousand people were killed! 

At this point in the battle, out of the two million Titan Warriors, nearly a million had been killed! 

In less than a minute, the remaining one million people would be completely wiped out, and the West 

Gate would be completely broken! All of old Mondo’s plans would be completely scrapped! 

“Everyone, stop for this King!” 



Chen Xiaobei stopped his attack and stood on the giant barbaric Tiger’s head. His overbearing aura 

swept across the battlefield, stunning everyone. The chaotic battlefield suddenly became quiet. 

“This King’s [ four phases absolute killing battle formation ] has already been formed! He can crush the 

West Gate with a snap of his fingers!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “This King does not wish to kill the innocent, so I will give you one last chance! 

Those who surrendered were not killed! The warrior must die!” 

“Chi … Chi …” 

As expected, the 900000 soldiers of bei Xuan had already formed a battle formation during the battle. 

Bright spiritual light was flowing on the formation, and the strong spirituality indicated the terrifying 

power! 

Although there were only a few people in the North Mystic Army, the power of the heaven immortal 

array was enough to crush the remaining one million enemies! In fact, it could even directly crush the 

thirty-thousand-mile city wall of the West City with a single strike! 

The overall situation had been decided. Even a fool would know who the winner was! 

“We … We … Surrender …” 

The remaining one million Titan Warriors had completely lost their will to fight. They kneeled on the 

ground one after another, completely subdued by Chen Xiaobei! 

“Mr. Mondo … You … What’s wrong? Quickly get up and command the battle …” 

At the same time, the battle generals from the north, south, east and west cities had already climbed up 

the City Tower and gathered beside old Mondo. 

From this, it could be seen that the six million Titan Warriors guarding the city had also gathered in the 

West City! 

However, old Mondo had a dejected expression and said weakly, ” “Surrender … All surrender …” 

As soon as he said that, everyone protested, ” “Mr. Mondo! What are you talking about? Although 

you’ve been defeated for a while! But we still have a hundred battle generals! Six million Warriors! He 

could totally fight again! Why did you surrender?” 

“It’s no use … The enemy’s Foundation is terrifyingly strong! Moreover, a divine immortal level battle 

formation has already been formed …” 

Old Mondo sighed,”although we still have six million people, we don’t have any weapons or equipment, 

and we haven’t formed a battle formation!” If we continue to fight, we’ll just be throwing our lives away 

in vain, and we won’t be able to change the situation!” 

this … all the generals were speechless. 

“Listen to me and surrender … This North Mystic Lord Chen Zhufeng is a kind and righteous man! He has 

already given us two chances to surrender …” 



Old Mondo sighed and said,”nothing more than three times!” If they didn’t surrender now, they would 

be challenging Chen Zhufeng’s authority! When an Emperor was angry, millions of corpses would be 

buried! If Chen Zhufeng is really angry, you will never have the chance to surrender!” 

since things have come to this … We can only surrender … all the battle generals in the city knew that 

old Meng was speaking the truth! 

Not only would resistance be pointless, it would also enrage Chen Xiaobei and lead to even greater 

slaughter! 

The only way out was to surrender! At the very least, they could reduce the number of casualties to a 

minimum! 

…… 

A moment later, with old Mondo as the leader, hundreds of battle generals followed closely behind. 

They removed their weapons and armors and walked out of the city gate. They knelt down and 

kowtowed, officially surrendering! 

“North Mystic Lord! Great axe city’s chief military advisor, mundoliva! Lead the entire city’s battle 

generals and soldiers to open the city and surrender!” 

Old Mondo knelt at the very front and cried out in grief, ” “Your Majesty, please enter the city with your 

Royal Army! We’re willing to be your subjects and do anything for Your Majesty!” 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “A wise man submits to circumstances! If you had opened the city and surrendered 

earlier, you wouldn’t have had millions of corpses and rivers of blood!” 

“The previous resistance was because this old man had eyes but failed to recognize Mount Tai …” 

“Now, this old man has already witnessed Your Majesty’s unparalleled heavenly might. Even if I had ten 

thousand more guts, I wouldn’t dare to fight with Your Majesty … Please enter the city, Your Majesty …” 

Old Mondo said in a sorrowful voice. 

“Heh, you’re a smart person indeed! But I’m not stupid, I can’t enter the city now!” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” I didn’t see the governor of giant axe city or any decent 

generals! If he didn’t guess wrong, they would probably attack from behind! Within a few minutes, we’ll 

definitely arrive!” 

hiss … old Mondo took in a breath of cold air and said in complete despair, ” “Your Majesty is brave and 

wise! This old man’s little tricks can’t hide from His Majesty’s wise eyes at all …” 

“You really know how to talk!” 

come with me! Chen Xiaobei smiled. follow me! I’ll give you a chance to prove your worth!” 

“Speak … Speak to gain merit?” Old Mondo had a dumbfounded look, unable to understand! 
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Chen Xiaobei brought old Mondo to the back of bei Xuan’s Army and waited for medesio, the mayor of 

giant axe city, to arrive. 

“You’re a smart person, you should know what I mean!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Your Majesty, do you want me to persuade the reinforcements to surrender?” Old Mondo immediately 

understood what Chen Xiaobei meant. 

“Right!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” the highest level of war is to subdue the enemy without 

fighting! Besides, I don’t want to kill too many people, so it’s best if I can persuade them to surrender!” 

“His Majesty is benevolent and righteous. By giving them the chance to surrender, it’s the same as giving 

them the grace of not killing!” 

“I was born and raised in huge axe city,” old Mondo said in a deep voice,”I love every inch of land here 

and pity every life in the city! Your Majesty is benevolent and righteous, this old man will do his best to 

persuade them to surrender for Your Majesty!” 

“You’re not only a smart person, you’re also an understanding person!” 

“Don’t worry!” Chen Xiaobei said. My goal is not to burn, kill, or plunder, but to unify the Nanzhan state! 

After I take over, I will treat everyone well! Let the entire main city be better than before! Everyone will 

be happier!” 

is … Is this true …? old Mondo swallowed his saliva in disbelief. 

One had to know that almost all the wars in history were fought for benefits! 

The victors of the war would plunder all resources and treat the losers as slaves, killing and bullying at 

will! 

Old Mondo had never seen a winner like Chen Xiaobei who wanted to make everyone happy after 

conquering a city! 

“Whether it’s true or not, you can just wait and see!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

Old Mondo’s body trembled as he knelt down on one knee and said with utmost sincerity, ” “If it’s really 

as Your Majesty says, this old man is not only willing to persuade Your Majesty’s reinforcements to 

surrender! I’m even more willing to die for His Majesty! I’ll spare no effort and spare no effort until I 

die!” 

Obviously, old Mondo was deeply in love with huge axe city! 

Old Mondo was in great pain as he watched huge axe city fall under medesio’s hands day by day, and 

the lives of the people were getting harder and harder! 
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If Chen Xiaobei could really make huge axe city better, old mundo would definitely pledge his loyalty to 

Chen Xiaobei! 

“They’re here!” “You go and try it first!” Chen Xiaobei said. If it didn’t work! The [ four symbols absolute 

killing battle formation ] will ensure that you don’t die!” 

“Many thanks, Your Majesty!” Old Mondo composed himself, stood up, and walked forward alone. 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

At the same time, medesio and the eight lion-tiger generals led millions of elite soldiers and charged 

over like crazy! 

“Everyone! Please stop! Listen to my words!” 

Old Mondo used his primeval essence and transmitted his voice to everyone’s ears. 

As the chief military advisor of great axe city, old mundo was like the brain of the entire city. 

Almost everyone, including the mayor medesio, listened to old Meng’s words and respected him. 

As expected, old Meng’s one more sentence caused the crazily charging Army to really stop. 

“Mr. Mondo! Why aren’t you guarding West City? why are you here?” Medesio asked with a puzzled 

look. 

The surrounding battle generals and Warriors also perked up their ears. They were filled with questions. 

Old Mondo should have been defending the West City against North Mystic’s Army, but now, he had 

appeared at the back of North Mystic’s Army. This situation was really puzzling! 

everyone … The West City has been breached … All the Warriors and generals in the main city have 

surrendered … The main city has completely fallen … 

Old Mondo’s voice was low and slow, allowing everyone to hear and understand him clearly. 

“What? What the hell are you farting about?” 

“There are hundreds of generals and 8 million Warriors in the main city!” Medesio roared in rage. Even 

eight million steamed buns would take the enemy half a day to finish! It had only been a few minutes! 

You’re actually telling me that you’ve fallen into their hands! Do you think I’m an idiot?” 

“These punches are real … The enemy has thirteen seven-star earth-god instruments! Two six-star earth-

god level demons! Six six-star earth-god instruments!” 

Old Mondo sighed and said,”and behind me, there’s a celestial immortal level formation!” If we don’t 

surrender, our 8 million people would have been turned into minced meat … We wouldn’t be able to 

defend the city either!” 

what??? ” 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

“What kind of power is the royal city of beixuan? How could he have such a terrifying Foundation?” 



“Yup! Before this battle! I’ve never heard of such a force!” 

“Is this real or fake? Don’t tell me that you, old Mondo, have betrayed us and are lying to us!” 

No one could believe old Mondo’s words. They even suspected that old Mondo had betrayed the main 

city, which was why he had made up lies to deceive everyone. 

After all, a seven-star earth-god instrument was considered a top-tier magical treasure in the Nanzhan 

state! 

For a force like huge axe city, there was only one seven-star earth-god instrument in the entire place! 

However, the royal city of beixuan had thirteen of them! Such a terrifying number, according to the 

thinking of normal people, was really unbelievable! 

What was even more unbelievable was that there were actually eighteen seven-star earth-god 

instruments in the royal city of beixuan! 

Diao Chan’s Midsummer’s dream brocade, LAN mengchen, Lin Xiang, Wenyuan, and Murong Xiaoyao’s 

four-colored deity outfits were all seven-star earth-god level! 

If all of them joined the battle, that would be the true foundation of the royal city of beixuan! 

“Every word I said is true!” 

“Even if you don’t believe in the number of earth-god instruments, you can still see the heaven-

immortal level formation behind me!” Mondo said in a deep voice. 

this … everyone was speechless. 

The four-phase killing battle formation was extremely spiritual. Although there were too few people in 

the formation and it couldn’t reach the level of a heaven immortal, it was comparable to a nine-star 

earth-god instrument! 

With a single strike, it was enough to suppress the entire battlefield and kill everyone, including 

medesio! 

“The truth is right in front of our eyes! The Royal Army of beixuan had formed their battle formation! I 

can turn you into ashes with a snap of my fingers!” 

“The reason why the battle formation hasn’t been activated is because His Majesty, the Honorable King 

of North Mystic, is benevolent and can’t bear to kill in vain!” Old Mondo said in a deep voice. The fact 

that you’re still alive is all thanks to his Majesty, the North Mystic Lord, for sparing your lives!” 

After he said that, everyone remained silent. 

Although he didn’t say it, he had to admit that old Meng was telling the truth! 

If Chen Xiaobei had the intention to kill, these one million people would have no chance of survival! He 

was really grateful for Chen Xiaobei’s kindness for being able to survive! 

“Surrender …” 



“I can see that His Majesty, the North Mystic honorable King, is a hero and a benevolent king!” Old 

Mondo said in a deep voice. It’s not embarrassing to surrender such a peerless hero!” 

Mr. Mondo is right … Let’s surrender … Let’s all surrender … for a moment, the hearts of the people 

were shaken! The millions of people all had the thought of surrendering without a fight! 

“Who dares to surrender! Kill without mercy!” 

However, everyone could surrender, except for medesio! 

He immediately rushed out with a saber in his hand and suddenly roared, ” “This city Lord will first 

behead the traitorous mundoliva! I don’t want to be like him, fighting to the death with this city Lord! I 

will never surrender!” 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Medesio himself was a seven-star earth-god, and he had a seven-star earth-god blade in his hand. 

His water-based vital essence was activated, and it was like a ten-thousand-meter long river, surging and 

surging with a monstrous momentum! It was enough to kill old mengduo on the spot! 

“Everyone, just watch …” 

Old Mondo did not Dodge, he was not even afraid, ” “If you refuse to surrender to His Majesty, you’ll 

end up like medesio! Die! Wu! All! Shi!” 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Before he finished speaking, the [ four phases absolute killing battle formation ] was activated! 
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Green Dragon Ling Xiaoyun! The Vermilion Bird burns the sun! The Black Tortoise shook the ocean! 

White Tiger age gold! 

Once the formation was set up, the four xiangs appeared! 

900,000 people activated the power of a nine-star earth-god, and the four Dharma forms were all 30000 

meters tall, with the power to suppress the world and the past! 

The four xiangs appeared together, and the color of the universe changed! 

The sky turned into four colors, and the earth split in four directions! All living beings surrendered, and 

all living things were silent! 

Those who were unconvinced would die! 

“BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!” 

In an instant, four terrifying waves of true core strength shot out towards medesio! 

how … How did this happen … I surrender … I … 
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Medesio took a deep breath, his pupils contracted uncontrollably, his body trembled violently, and his 

heart almost jumped out of his throat. 

Just a moment ago, he was so furious that he lost his mind and charged out recklessly! 

At this moment, the extreme power made him tremble in fear. He finally realized that there was no 

other way out except to surrender! 

Unfortunately, Chen Xiaobei had given him a chance, but he did not cherish it! 

Chen Xiaobei was no longer an ordinary person. He was now the king of a country, the Lord of a dynasty! 

The dignity of royal power was not to be challenged! The emperor’s gift could never come back again! 

“Uh! Ah …” 

With a miserable shriek, half of medesio’s body was torn apart by the Green Dragon energy construct! 

Skin and flesh burst, bones and bones shattered, and internal organs flowed out. The scene was 

terrifying and shocking! 

The Vermilion Bird, The White Tiger, and the Black Tortoise continued to press forward! 

The terrifying power crushed medesio’s torn body into a pile of flesh and finally turned him into ashes! 

With the loss of his physical body, medesio’s nascent soul was exposed! 

Although he had already reached the level of a seven-star earth-god, with a nascent soul and a 

Dharmakaya! However, in front of the power of a nine-star earth-god, it was as fragile as paper! 

The power of the four elements crushed over and instantly wiped out medesio’s nascent soul! 

His soul was scattered, and his body and spirit were destroyed! He was not in the Three Realms and five 

elements, he was out of the six paths of reincarnation! He had even lost the chance to fall into the 

underworld and reincarnate! 

In the end, only the seven-star earth-god saber and a storage bracelet were left on the ground! 

Only these two items could prove that medesio had once appeared! 

surrender … We’re all willing to surrender … Medesio doesn’t know what’s good for him, and he 

deserves to die … We’re all grateful to His Majesty for not killing us … We’re willing to serve His Majesty 

for the rest of our lives … 

In an instant, the million-strong reinforcement that medesio brought back were like a bunch of 

frightened chicks. They knelt on the ground and kowtowed desperately, even harder than chicks pecking 

at rice! 

Even the eight lion-tiger generals, who were known to be the strongest in huge axe city, knelt on the 

ground and became like eight pugs! 

“Your Majesty’s heavenly might is unparalleled!” 



Old Mondo took a deep breath and shouted, ” “The battle has been settled. Huge axe city! They all 

belong to beixuan!” 

“Long live! Long live! Long live …” 

As old Mando shouted, the 900000 soldiers of the Royal Army of beixuan roared in unison, their voices 

reverberating through the heavens! 

Eventually, even the eight million surrendered soldiers of huge axe city started to cheer. They were 

grateful that Chen Xiaobei had spared their lives! 

In the end, even huge axe city was filled with the cheers of the people! Most of these cheers came from 

the slums! 

When medesio was still around, the poor people of huge axe city lived a life of being bullied and 

humiliated every day! Chen Xiaobei’s victory had given all the poor people hope! 

Those who win the hearts of the people will win the World! 

At that moment,’long live’ resounded both inside and outside of great axe city. Even the clouds in the 

sky were broken by the cheers, and the earth trembled in response! 

When the People’s hearts were united, what was there to worry about? 

“Let’s enter the city!” 

With a wave of his hand, Chen Xiaobei kept medesio’s sword and storage bangle. He then stepped on 

the giant barbaric Tiger and led the way into huge axe city! 

…… 

City Lord’s mansion. 

Chen Xiaobei and all the core members of the royal city were gathered in the meeting hall. 

“Report!” 

A witch warrior ran in and said with excitement, ” “Your Majesty! Our Army has already taken over all 

the government offices in the city! We’ve seized 200 million upper spiritual stones and countless 

resources!” 

“Alright!” Chen Xiaobei nodded, a smile on his face. 

The surrounding core members were all excited and in a good mood. 

“Report!” 

Soon, the second witch warrior ran over and said excitedly, ” “Your Majesty! Our Army has sealed off all 

the properties of the medesio family! Manors, mansions, shops, restaurants, factories, and farmland-

everything! There were even thousands of small-scale treasure vaults! He found 500 million upper 

spiritual stones! There are countless resources!” 

“Alright!” Chen Xiaobei’s smile widened. 



The surrounding people were even more elated. Their mood could only be described with one word-

awesome! 

“Report!” 

The third witch warrior ran over and said impatiently, ” “Your Majesty! The battlefield had been cleared! 

1,016,000 enemies had died in battle! 230,000 people were seriously injured! 8,030,000 people 

surrender!” 

“Very good!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. with the one million prisoners in the verdant Emperor’s 

divine gourd, we have a total of 9.03 million surrendered soldiers! 

The third witch warrior said excitedly, ” “According to his Majesty’s order, we collected all the storage 

bracelets of the dead enemies and found 300 million upper spiritual stones! There are countless 

resources!” 

The core members present all praised, ” “This is an unprecedented victory! Once news of this battle 

spreads, the royal city of beixuan’s name will shake the world!” 

“Of course!” 

The third witch warrior said proudly, ” “Under His Majesty’s wise leadership, no one on our side died in 

battle, and no one was even injured! I’ve never seen such a victory in my life! In fact, I’ve never even 

heard of it!” 

As soon as he said that, everyone was even more delighted! 

Without losing a single soldier, they had taken down a main city with tens of millions of troops and 

seized one billion upper spiritual stones and countless resources! 

It was simply a huge profit among profits! 

“Are there any other gains?” Jiang Ziya, the Prime Minister of the beixuan Royal City, asked with 

concern. 

“I could have …” 

The soldier pouted and said,”if we plunder all the wealth and resources of the surrendered soldiers and 

the people, the harvest will probably be more than ten times what we have now!” However, His Majesty 

forbade them from doing so! Therefore, we didn’t take a single thing from the surrendered soldiers and 

the people!” 

“Very good!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei said, ” from the moment we won the war, huge axe city was a part of the royal 

city of beixuan! The people and the surrendered soldiers are our people!” 

not only can we not plunder their things, but we must also protect them, take good care of them, and 

let them live better and happier lives! 



as long as we treat them as a family, they will accept us. This way, there will never be a war between 

them and us! 

stop! Chen Xiaobei said, ” this is what I call stopping the war! 

The soldier didn’t quite understand what he was saying, but he said firmly, ” “Your Majesty is wise! No 

one in this world liked to fight! Peace, stability, unity, and happiness are the best results!” 

“Your Majesty is wise!” 

Old Mondo led a group of Titan elders to the front of the hall and knelt down, kowtowing to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei looked at old Mondo and asked, ” “What are you doing here? Who are they?” 
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 “His Majesty once said that you didn’t attack huge axe city to burn, kill, or pillage, but to unify the 

Nanzhan state! You will treat everyone well and make this main city better than before! Everyone will 

be happier!” 

Old Mondo knelt on the ground and said with great respect, ” “Before the battle, Your Majesty asked 

this old man to wait and see! After the battle, this old man saw everything clearly! His Majesty never 

offended the common people! They are even particularly tolerant of surrendered soldiers!” 

“From this, it can be seen that what His Majesty said was definitely not an empty boast! His Majesty’s 

ambition, benevolence, and generosity will definitely bring a beautiful future to huge axe city!” 

Old Mondo composed himself and said very seriously,”Because of this, it’s time to fulfill the words I said 

before!” 

“Welcome!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

“This old man is mundoliva! They were the elders of the big families in the city! The leaders of all the 

major forces! I’m here to offer my services to His Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic!” 

Old Mondo brought a large group of elders behind him and knelt down piously, kowtowing three times 

and bowing nine times. He said with an extremely solemn tone, ” “From this moment on, we’re willing 

to pledge our allegiance to Your Majesty, the Honorable Lord of North Mystic! I’ll spare no effort and 

spare no effort until I die!” 

Chen Xiaobei narrowed his eyes and looked at the old men that old Mondo had brought with him. 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression did not change, but he was so happy that he almost flew up. 

These old men were the elders of the large clans in huge axe city, the leaders of the large forces! 

If they were willing to submit, it meant that the huge forces behind them were also willing to submit! 

As the saying goes, a strong Dragon can not suppress a snake in its territory! 
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Chen Xiaobei was having a headache thinking about how he was going to get these local tyrants to 

submit to him. 

He did not expect old Mondo to be able to summon so many people and bring all these old men in front 

of Chen Xiaobei to make them bow down to him! 

These few simple words had actually helped Chen Xiaobei solve a huge problem. It had saved him a lot 

of effort! 

As long as these local tyrants obediently submitted, with the support of the poor, huge axe city’s 

internal situation would be completely stabilized, and there would be no more problems! 

Once the internal situation was stable, Chen Xiaobei’s future governance and development would be 

smooth-sailing without any obstacles! 

Of course, the human heart was unpredictable. Chen Xiaobei could not completely trust these old men 

with just a few words! 

“Everyone, please rise!” 

of course not! Chen Xiaobei smiled. the large clans and the people have all submitted to me. What did 

the military say? ” Are you willing to submit?” 

“Of course!” 

Old Meng nodded several times and said,”Your Majesty’s heavenly might is unparalleled!” No one in the 

Army was unconvinced! The eight lion and tiger generals, as well as two hundred generals and three 

hundred commanders, are all waiting outside the hall, preparing to pledge their loyalty to His Majesty!” 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not say anything, but he activated the merit points ledger in his mind. 

[ Suan ni high-grade heavenly dog biscuit: 100000 merit points for one! ] 

[ Kasaya exchangeable: 615 ] 

[ Suan ni has been successfully exchanged for merit points. 61.5 million merit points have been 

deducted! ] 

Yingying’s current merit points are 3.6155 billion (charm: 361.55 million, luck: 361.55 million! 

Advanced heavenly dog biscuit has been stored in your treasure chest. Do you want to withdraw it? 

Extract! 

Chen Xiaobei took out all the heavenly dog biscuits and said, ” “Mr. Mondo! Distribute these things to 

every elder, leader, and commander!” 

“This …” 

Old Mondo’s expression was slightly startled as he asked, ” “If I may be so bold as to ask Your Majesty … 

What are these?” 



As soon as he said that, the group of old men all showed a nervous expression, and a bad premonition 

surged in their hearts. 

“You don’t need to know what this is!” 

you just need to know that killing you is as easy as killing a bunch of ants. There’s no need for me to 

poison you! Chen Xiaobei said. 

As soon as this was said, everyone heaved a sigh of relief. At least they could be sure that the dog food 

would not kill them! 

“You guys can eat it or not!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “The person who has been eaten can gain my trust and use! Power, status, and 

benefits would all be better than before! I won’t force people who don’t eat, but I won’t trust them 

either!” 

His words were very straightforward! 

If you want more benefits, then obediently eat the dog food! If you want to lose everything completely, 

then just reject it! 

Chen Xiaobei was already in control of huge axe city. Without Chen Xiaobei’s trust, there was no way he 

could survive in the city! No matter how powerful one’s faction was, it would decline and even 

completely disappear! 

That’s right! 

This was a threat! It was a simple and brutal threat! 

“I’ll eat … I’ll eat too … We’ll all eat …” 

Faced with Chen Xiaobei’s threat, they knew what to do. 

After all, they weren’t alone. They had an entire clan and force behind them. 

Not to mention dog food! Even if Chen Xiaobei were to give them a deadly poison, they would still have 

to eat it! 

This was the power of royalty! It was also the power to kill! 

Soon, all the old men and the generals had eaten the heavenly dog biscuit and acknowledged Chen 

Xiaobei as their master! 

All the local tyrants and the military leaders had become Chen Xiaobei’s loyal dogs! 

As the saying goes, to capture the bandits, first capture the king! 

With their 100% loyalty, Chen Xiaobei could finally be at ease with the civilians and the military! 

“Brother Zilong! Old brother Fengxian! Take this storage bracelet and the verdant Emperor’s divine 

gourd!” 



Chen Xiaobei took out a storage bracelet and passed it to Zhao Yun and Lu Bu along with the verdant 

Emperor divine gourd, ” all the weapons and equipment in huge axe city are in the storage bracelet. The 

million surrendered soldiers are in the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd! 

“Understood!” 

Zhao Yun and Lu Bu immediately nodded, ” “We’ll release the surrendered soldiers now and distribute 

the weapons and equipment to all the axe-wielding Warriors!” 

“It’s not just this!” 

“From now on, the two of you will be in charge of the military exercises!” Huge axe city had not been at 

war for many years, and the Warriors in the city were too weak! In addition, quickly teach them the [ 

four phases absolute killing battle formation ] and let them practice it to prepare for the next battle!” 

“Yes, sir!”  Zhao Yun and Lu Bu immediately left. 

After releasing the surrendered soldiers, Zhao Yun personally returned the gourd to Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei looked as if he had been injected with chicken blood. His eyes were filled with passion and 

his face was filled with excitement. 

“What’s wrong with Xiao bei?” Zhao Yun asked, her face filled with doubt. 

Jiang Ziya squinted his eyes and smiled excitedly. “If I’m not wrong, it should be the heavenly Dao that 

sent down the merit of stopping the war!” 

“Merit for stopping the war!” The car in front of Zhao Yun also became excited.”I’m looking forward to 

it! How many will there be?” 
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Recently, Chen Xiaobei had spent more than 200 million merit points on spirit-Slayer talismans and 

heavenly dog biscuits! 

In addition to that, Chen Xiaobei’s luck had dropped again! 

Recently, merit points had become one of the things that Chen Xiaobei needed the most! 

If he only went out and did not go in, Chen Xiaobei’s merit points would be completely depleted! 

At this moment, the war was over, and the interior was peaceful! The war between the royal city of 

beixuan and the main city of huge axe city had ended! 

It was at this time that the heavenly axiom bestowed merit points to Chen Xiaobei as a reward for his 

contribution! 

[ ding! You have ended the war. You have been rewarded with 2 billion merit points! ] 

[ ding! You have protected the people of the world. You have been rewarded with 2 billion merit points! 

] 
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– your current merit points are 7.6155 billion.(Charm: 761.55 million, luck: 761.55 million! 

[ding! Congratulations! You have been promoted to a second-life Emperor!] 

Stopping the war completely and protecting the innocent people from harm-these two contributions 

had brought Chen Xiaobei four billion merit points! 

It was simply so good that it exploded! 

“That’s strange …” 

Even though he was feeling great, Chen Xiaobei had a question in his mind.”Back then, brother Ying 

Zheng destroyed the six Dynasties and unified the world, and directly became the Emperor of nine 

people! “And the number of people I’m protecting this time far exceeds the number of people he 

protected back then! Why am I the only one who can reach the second-level renhuang?” 

“The merit points for stopping a war can not be calculated by the number of people! It’s to see if you 

can protect all living beings and stay away from war for a long time!” 

“You may have ended the war between the royal city of beixuan and the main city of huge axe city,” 

Jiang Ziya said. However, these two cities still faced the threat of other Wars! It won’t be long before 

another war erupts with other forces!” 

“I understand!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very smart and immediately understood, ” “What I’m stopping now is just a war! After 

this battle, there were still countless more battles! The common people were still not absolutely safe! 

This kind of truce is temporary and incomplete!” 

only by completely unifying the ‘world’ like brother Ying Zheng, so that all the wars will never break out 

again! This was a long-term truce! A complete ceasefire! Only then would he be able to obtain a vast 

amount of merit points! He became the Emperor of nine lives!” 

It was obvious that the true meaning of unification was that there would be no more enemies and no 

more wars in this world! 

Without unity, there would be enemies and Wars! 

Because of this, Chen Xiaobei’s decision to stop the war was, in fact, far inferior to Ying Zheng’s! The 

merit points he received were naturally far inferior! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was still very satisfied with the result! 

After all, this battle wasn’t difficult, but the gains were huge! No matter how he looked at it, Chen 

Xiaobei was not losing anything! 

As for the merit points, as the war continued, they would only continue to rise! 

Chen Xiaobei could slowly accumulate his points, he did not need to become a fatty in one go! 



Moreover, Chen Xiaobei had only received the merit for stopping the war and protecting the people. If 

he could let the people live and work in peace for a long time, he would have fulfilled his merit and 

would be able to receive an even more generous amount of merit! 

“Mr. Mondo!” 

Chen Xiaobei asked, ” “You know huge axe city the best! Is there any way for the people to receive my 

gift in the fastest time possible and feel true happiness?” 

“Tax reduction!” 

Old Mondo said in a deep voice,”as the saying goes, demanding taxes is fiercer than a Tiger!” During 

medesio’s time, great axe city imposed a heavy tax of 30% to 70%! For every ten spirit stones the 

commoners earn, they have to hand over seven to the government!” 

“As long as Your Majesty can reduce taxes appropriately, the people will immediately get real benefits 

and be grateful to Your Majesty from the bottom of their hearts! With medesio as a comparison, the 

people will definitely cherish His Majesty’s gift more!” 

At this point, old Mondo suddenly hesitated and quickly said in a low voice,”Of course, taxes are an 

important source of income for every main city! If your Majesty is not well off, you can postpone the tax 

reduction policy!” 

Cutting off one’s path to wealth was like killing one’s parents! 

The reason why old Mondo suddenly changed his words was that he was afraid that Chen Xiaobei would 

be unhappy! 

After all, taxes were the most important source of income for any ruler of a main city. It was also the 

core lifeline for a large force to operate and grow! 

Old Mondo’s tax reduction policy was definitely the best way to make the people feel happy and quickly 

acknowledge Chen Xiaobei! 

But this method would definitely shake Chen Xiaobei’s economic lifeline! To rulers, this was a great 

taboo! 

“Yes, I don’t plan on reducing taxes!” Said Chen Xiaobei after some thought. 

of course! old Mondo nodded and said, ” Your Majesty has just started the war, and your finances are 

tight. This is completely reasonable. Just pretend that I never mentioned my tax reduction proposal! 

We’ll just have to think of another way!” 

“No need!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” I won’t reduce taxes. I’ll be directly tax-free! 

“What? Tax exemption?” 

When old Mondo heard that, he was instantly dumbfounded and could not believe his ears! 



One had to know that from ancient times to the present, no matter how Sage, no matter how 

benevolent the king was, he could only lightly impose taxes! It was absolutely impossible to achieve tax 

exemption! 

Once taxes were waived, it was equivalent to cutting off the economic lifeline of the Empire! Don’t even 

talk about growing stronger! Even the civil and military officials, Army servants, and servants could not 

support them! 

“No! Absolutely not! His Majesty loved the people like his own children, this was the People’s good 

fortune! But there’s a limit to this!” 

Old Mondo was anxious,’let’s not talk about other things, just the salary given to the Army every month 

is an astronomical figure! Without taxes, what would an Army of ten million eat? What did the various 

levels of government offices eat? Once we cut off their food supply, huge axe city will be in chaos!” 

“What’s the hurry?” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei laughed. we have 4.5 billion upper spiritual stones in the royal treasury! They 

had just seized another billion! All of these can be used as wages to maintain the expenses of the city’s 

Army and officials!” 

“This …” 

Old Mondo’s expression was stunned as he calculated, ” every soldier’s monthly salary is 5000 medium-

grade spiritual stones, which means 60000 medium-grade spiritual stones a year, which is six upper-

grade spiritual stones! 

“Ten million Warriors, sixty million a year! The Yamen’s officials of all levels spent about 20 million a 

year! Including the maintenance costs of the main city, it’s about 20 million a year!” 

Old Mondo said,’in other words, it would take at least 100 million upper spiritual stones to allow huge 

axe city to operate normally for an entire year! That’s not a small amount!” 

“Only a hundred million?” 

Chen Xiaobei laughed,’that’s very cheap! With my current wealth, I can guarantee huge axe city’s safety 

for 55 years!” 

Old Mondo said anxiously,”that’s true!” But what would happen after 55 years? Wealth only goes out, 

and chaos will break out sooner or later!” 

“Heh, I think you’re really confused!” 

“55 years?” Chen Xiaobei laughed. I only need five months to increase my wealth tenfold! Do you 

believe me?” 

this … old Mondo gasped and almost peed. 
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five … Five months … Ten … Ten times more??? ” 
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Old Mondo’s face was filled with bewilderment. He felt as if he was listening to a fairy tale, and he 

couldn’t believe a single word. 

Chen Xiaobei’s wealth had already reached 5.5 billion! 

Earning ten times more would be 55 billion! 

This was a high-grade spirit stone! 

Not to mention five months, an ordinary major force would probably not be able to earn so much 

money in five hundred years! 

“I know you don’t believe me!” 

I’m still going to say the same thing. Let’s wait and see! Chen Xiaobei said. 

Old Mondo swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, ” so, Your Majesty, you really want to implement 

the tax exemption policy? ” 

“It’s not just tax exemption!” 

yes! Chen Xiaobei said, ” pass on my order! Take out 100 million upper spiritual stones from the 

Treasury and reward every soldier of the Royal Army of beixuan! He would also take out 100 million 

upper-grade spirit stones to compensate the families of the Titan Warriors who had died in battle! 

Finally, take 300 million upper-grade spirit stones to repair the dilapidated houses and roads in the 

slums, and help the poor families!” 

is … Is this true? ” old Mondo was dumbfounded. He could not believe his ears. 

“A King’s mandate is like a mountain, and his words carry enormous weight!” you … Chen Xiaobei said, ” 

do I look like I’m joking? ” 

“Yes … Of course, Your Majesty wouldn’t joke!” Old Mondo swallowed his saliva and said, ” “This old 

official has never seen a king who loves his people like his children! I’ve never even heard of it!” 

“No need to flatter me, go do your work!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said. 

“No! I’m not trying to flatter you!” 

Old Mondo said in an extremely serious tone,”the root of war is profit!” All Wars were caused by the 

rulers fighting for power and profit! The winner bullies the loser, plunders resources, and takes over 

land. Such examples are everywhere!” 

“But I have never heard of a ruler like you, Your Majesty! After winning the war, you only cared about 

rewarding the soldiers, treating the defeated subjects kindly, and saving the poor families, but you never 

considered your own interests!” 

Old Mondo was really shocked. He could not understand Chen Xiaobei’s actions. 

“Men fight for luck, gods fight for incense! At the end of the day, it’s all about fighting for believers and 

the hearts of the people!” 



of course not! Chen Xiaobei smiled. the benefits you mentioned are just fleeting clouds to me! Even if I 

lose all of it, I can earn it back, and it won’t be a big problem in the end!” 

“However, once the People’s hearts are scattered, the dynasty will definitely collapse! Only when the 

hearts of the people were united could the dynasty stand tall! Only when the human heart is United can 

I obtain the protection of the heavenly Dao and continue my fate energy!” 

“That’s why it’s such a great deal for me to exchange the loyalty of the people for those fleeting 

benefits!” 

Jiang Ziya and the others all nodded in agreement. 

Old Mondo did not fully understand what he was hearing. What was the protection of the heavenly 

Dao? How could it extend one’s fate? 

Of course, old Mondo did not need to know! 

After all, old mundo’s original intention was to make huge axe city better and to make the people 

happier! 

That was why old Mondo was determined to carry out Chen Xiaobei’s plan! He would try his best to 

make sure that Chen Xiaobei’s money was spent where it should be spent! 

Tax free! Reward! Compensation! Relief! 

As long as these four things were done well, everyone in the entire huge axe city would be able to 

benefit from it! 

All of them were grateful to Chen Xiaobei from the bottom of their hearts! They were all loyal and 

devoted to Chen Xiaobei! 

If everything went according to plan, the number of new followers that Chen Xiaobei would gain in the 

near future would definitely skyrocket! 

With enough new followers, Chen Xiaobei could exchange for new heavenly rewards! 

This was what Chen Xiaobei had mentioned, the protection of the heavenly Dao! 

With the protection of the heavenly axiom, Chen Xiaobei would be able to obtain real benefits. The 

increase in his fate energy would naturally last longer! 

Of course, it was impossible to complete the conversion in one go. It would take time to gradually 

increase! 

…… 

In the days that followed, Chen Xiaobei stayed in huge axe city and took care of all the matters in the 

city. 

Chen Xiaobei first brought his eldest disciple, Feng Qingyang, who had inherited his medical skills, and 

the disciples of bei Xuan faction’s ‘mystical medicine Hall’ to treat the Titan Warriors who were seriously 

injured in the war! 



After that, Chen Xiaobei brought his fourth disciple, Huo yuanba, who had inherited his craftsmanship 

skills, along with the disciples of beixuan faction’s ‘profound weapon chamber’ to help repair the 

dilapidated houses in the slums. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei, Jiang Ziya, and old mundo got rid of all the bad laws and regulations in huge 

axe city. They re-established a more reasonable, practical, and fair law. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei brought the Grand shaman dingshang to do a thorough planning of the massive 

assets of the medesio family. 

All the mansions and manors were recorded in the National Treasury and left to be rewarded to the 

subjects who had made contributions in the future! The shops and restaurants were all re-operated by 

professionals! The factories and farms had also rehired workers to resume production! 

With someone from the dingshang tribe taking over, this small business empire would definitely be able 

to revive very quickly! 

He did not expect it to help Chen Xiaobei earn a lot of money, but at least it would help him relieve 

some of the financial pressure and provide a lot of jobs for the people in the city! It’s good for the 

country and the people, it’s the best of both worlds! 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei converted the castellan’s residence into bei Xuan faction’s huge axe branch, 

which recruited the young talents of the Titan race! 

Medical skills, alchemy skills, weapon refining skills, cultivation techniques, secret techniques, sorcery, 

and formation skills could all be passed down! 

Recruiting geniuses and teaching them according to their material! He would definitely be able to 

cultivate a large number of talents in the future! Not only could it make bei Xuan faction stronger, but it 

could also make the gold buried in the mud shine with a dazzling light! 

…… 

This time, Chen Xiaobei had stayed in huge axe city for almost a month! 

Perhaps it was because of his sudden increase in luck, Chen Xiaobei did not encounter anything bad this 

month despite his busy schedule! Everything he did was also very smooth! 

Chen Xiaobei’s hard work had finally paid off! 

Tax free, the entire city would benefit! The entire Army would benefit from the reward! Compensation, 

the sad will benefit! Relief, the poor will benefit! 

The wounded soldiers would benefit from the treatment! The old man benefited from the repairs! Doing 

business benefits one in their Prime! Taking in a disciple would benefit the young man! 

Chen Xiaobei’s actions had earned him the gratitude, admiration, and respect of everyone in huge axe 

city within a month! 

The one billion people in huge axe city had all become Chen Xiaobei’s devout believers! 

In addition, there were 900 million people in the Jiuli tribe! 



Chen Xiaobei had gained 1.9 billion new followers! 

[ new believers: 1.9 billion! ] The total number of believers was 11.9 billion! (Only ‘100 million’ as the 

unit, the rest of the numbers are not calculated in detail.) 

This made Chen Xiaobei very happy, but he was also very conflicted.”Should I change to another 

heavenly Dao reward? Or should I continue to gather believers and Exchange them for higher-grade 

heavenly Dao cultivation halos?” 
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One had to know that there were many types of halos in heavenly Dao rewards! 

Just like adding buffs to a game, there were combat aura, defense aura, luck aura, charm aura, lifespan 

aura, merit aura, cultivation aura, and even an aura that reduced the power of the heavenly Tribulation! 

Different halos had different levels! 

For example, Chen Xiaobei’s level 4 heavenly path cultivation Halo could increase his cultivation speed 

by 400%. With the basic cultivation speed, it would be 500%! 

In other words, with the Halo, Chen Xiaobei could use the same amount of time and resources to 

achieve five times the effect without the Halo! 

From this, it could be seen that the heavenly halo was a super cheat that could bring great benefits. 

Moreover, the higher the level, the greater the benefits! 

Of course, the higher the level, the more believers would need the support of the ‘power of will’! 

For example, if Chen Xiaobei were to choose another Halo, he would be able to rise to the peak of Level 

1 with one billion new followers! 

But if Chen Xiaobei continued to choose the cultivation Halo, he would need to gain five billion new 

followers to reach the peak of Level 5! 

I’ve reached the peak of the spirit sea realm, but I haven’t broken through to the next major realm. The 

cultivation Halo is useless … 

but if I choose another Halo, I’ll have to level it up from level 0 … Chen Xiaobei thought to himself. 

although I can level it up by one level now, there’s a limited number of believers. If I tear down the east 

wall to repair the west wall, I won’t be able to build even two walls … 

Chen Xiaobei was struggling with the two-choice question. 

If he chose the cultivation Halo, he would not be able to cultivate it at his current realm. 

Choosing other halos was equivalent to dividing the believers. In the future, if he had to upgrade two 

halos at the same time, it was possible that neither of them would be able to be upgraded to the highest 

level. 
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if only I could break through to the next major realm … If that’s the case, I wouldn’t have hesitated to 

choose to cultivate a Halo! 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows, feeling a little anxious. 

Everything had been going smoothly, except for Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation. 

Although he did not say it out loud, Chen Xiaobei was already very impatient to break through. 

Not to mention ascending to the heavenly realm, one must have the support of a peak earth immortal! 

Just the fact that he was the Honorable Lord of North Mystic was already incompatible with Chen 

Xiaobei’s cultivation. 

Moreover, most of the core members of bei Xuan had cultivation levels that far exceeded Chen 

Xiaobei’s. 

The battle at huge axe had made the royal city of beixuan famous! The strength of the core members, 

the number of high-rank earth-god instruments, and the ferocity of the high-rank earth-god demons 

were all impressive! 

However, the North Mystic Lord’s strength was not even worth mentioning! Every time the world 

mentioned it, they could not believe it and thought that it was a joke or that the royal city was 

deliberately hiding the strength of the Honorable King! 

If everything Chen Xiaobei had done was successful and perfect, then his low cultivation level was his 

biggest stain! 

Chen Xiaobei was also anxious, but there was nothing he could do to break through to the next realm. 

All he could do was wait for the opportunity to come! 

“Your Majesty! There’s an emergency!” 

At this moment, Jiang Ziya ran over in a hurry. 

“What is it? You’re actually this anxious?” Since he could not choose the heavenly path’s reward, he 

decided to put this matter aside for now. 

“The letter of challenge has arrived!” 

“Just now, a group of red-Armored Cavalry sent a letter of challenge from fire cloud capital city to the 

city gate!” Jiang Ziya said in a deep voice. I’ve already confirmed with old Mondo that it’s true!” 

“What kind of place is this fire cloud capital city? Do you have a grudge against us?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

the line of the vast mountains and seas, three million li in the southwest, is called the ‘fire cloud 

domain’! 

Jiang Ziya explained, ” this ‘fire cloud capital city’ is the largest city in the ‘fire cloud region’.’ Fire cloud 

Supreme King ‘is in charge of it. He commands the 36 main cities in the’ fire cloud region’! These thirty-

six city Masters all bowed to ‘Supreme King Fire cloud’ and offered Tributes every year in exchange for 

protection!” 



“You mean to say …” 

“Huge axe city is one of the 36 main cities in the firecloud domain!” Chen Xiaobei guessed. Medesio is 

the subject of the fire cloud Supreme King!” 

“That’s right!” 

of course! Jiang Ziya nodded and said, ” medesio has been serving the fire cloud Supreme King for more 

than a hundred years. He’s an old servant! If we take down huge axe city, it’ll be equivalent to slapping 

‘Supreme King Fire cloud’ in the face! It’s impossible for him to not take revenge!” 

“It’s not just revenge!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei said, ” other than medesio,’Supreme King Fire cloud’ still has to show off to 

the other 35 castellans! If he can’t even protect huge axe city, how can he,’Supreme King Fire cloud’, 

protect others?” 

“You’re right!” 

Jiang Ziya frowned and said,’not only does this’ Supreme King Fire cloud ‘want revenge, but he also 

wants the other 35 castellans to maintain their loyalty and trust! Therefore, he’ll definitely crush us with 

lightning speed! This is destined to be a terrifying war!” 

“This is normal!” 

Chen Xiaobei was calm and said, ” “From the moment our soldiers left the vast mountains and seas, we 

should have predicted that a war like this would happen! After all, the world’s structure was basically 

set. To break it, one had to defeat the person who set it! This is a hurdle that can’t be bypassed!” 

“I understand the logic! But I’m afraid we have no chance of winning this battle!” Jiang Ziya said 

anxiously. 

“Tell me your opinion!” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Jiang Ziya composed himself and said, ” first of all,’Supreme King Fire cloud’ has thirty-five main cities 

that are of the same level as huge axe! Once they did, the number of Warriors would definitely be more 

than that of huge axe city! He was even stronger! Better equipment!” 

“Secondly,’Supreme King Fire cloud’ is a peak seven-star earth-god and has a peak seven-star earth-god 

instrument in his hands! All 35 castellans were seven-star earth-god level, and they all had seven-star 

earth-god instruments! This number has already far surpassed our own!” 

third, this ‘fire cloud Supreme King’ has an extremely powerful magical formation. When combined with 

the special ‘fire cloud Warriors’, it can trigger a mysterious special ability. Its power is astonishing, and 

no one below the heaven immortal realm can match it! 

“Fourth, it’s already written in the letter of challenge that the Army will arrive in ten days! We won’t be 

able to fight in time!” 

At this point, Jiang Ziya’s face was full of anxiety and worry. 



From Jiang Ziya’s expression, it could be seen that even the four phases absolute killing battle formation 

would not be able to change the situation. 

“What are your plans now?” Chen Xiaobei asked again. 

“I suggest we withdraw our troops!” “We can’t fight this battle!” Jiang Ziya said in a deep voice. No 

matter how we calculate it, it’s hard for us to win! If we fight to the death, we’ll definitely be 

annihilated!” 

“Retreat?” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” If I retreat, all our previous efforts will be in vain!” 

“But if we don’t retreat, we’ll die!” Jiang Ziya said anxiously. 

“Isn’t there still ten days?” yes! Chen Xiaobei said, ” pass on my order! Gather all the troops! We’ll set 

off tomorrow! 

expedition??? ” Jiang Ziya was stunned and shocked. 
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 “Xiaobei! Are you kidding me? In the current situation, we have almost no chance of winning. You’re 

not retreating but going on an expedition? This was simply courting death! You’re courting death!” 

Jiang Ziya was anxious. Such a serious crisis directly concerned the survival of the royal city of beixuan. 

One must know that the Jiuli tribe did not have many Warriors. Once the entire Army was wiped out, 

there would be no way for them to make a comeback! Chen Xiaobei would lose his foothold and 

everything would return to its original state! All his efforts were completely in vain! 

“Don’t worry! I have my own plans!” 

yes! Chen Xiaobei said, ” in the firecloud territory, other than the city, there are 35 main cities! Ten days 

later, they might all send their troops and follow Supreme King Fire cloud to crush bei Xuan faction! If 

the Army really is here, we really don’t have any chance of winning!” 

Jiang Ziya furrowed his brows in confusion. “I don’t understand what you mean …” 

“Just as you said, the enemy’s military strength, equipment, and high-level strength all surpass ours! He 

can even defeat us in formations! If they arrive in ten days, we won’t be able to stop them!” 

but if we take the initiative to attack within these ten days and disrupt the enemy’s deployment, we 

might be able to win! Chen Xiaobei explained. 

“Take the initiative to attack?” Jiang Ziya was not stupid. He suddenly realized, ” “What you mean is that 

we should take them down one by one before the enemy is United?” 

“That’s right!” 
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I don’t think so! Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. the enemy must be thinking the same thing as you. 

They must think that I have no chance of winning. They must think that I can only run away with my tail 

between my legs! In such a situation, the enemy will not be on guard!” 

“You’re right!” 

Jiang Ziya nodded and said, ” if we can catch them off guard, we can definitely attack many main cities 

within these ten days! But the problem was that it was easy to attack a city, but difficult to defend! No 

matter how many cities we take down, we will not be able to avoid the revenge of Supreme King Fire 

cloud!” 

“Of course I know that it’s easy to attack a city but hard to defend it!” 

Chen Xiaobei then laughed evilly, ” but what I really want to attack is not those 35 subordinate cities, 

but fire cloud capital city! 

“What? Are you crazy?” 

what? ” Jiang Ziya was shocked. we can’t even wait to hide from Supreme King Fire cloud, and you still 

want to attack his lair? aren’t you seeking your own death? ” 

Chen Xiaobei laughed. You’ve been with me for so long, am I a braver with no brains?” 

“No! Of course not!” you’re so brave, ” Jiang Ziya said. and you’re so smart … Don’t tell me … Don’t tell 

me you already have a plan? ” 

“Of course!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” After ten days, I want fire cloud capital city to change hands!” 

“You … What are you going to do?” Jiang Ziya swallowed his saliva. 

“I haven’t confirmed the details yet! I’ll tell you later!” alright! Chen Xiaobei said, ” now, I’m going to 

check the mayor’s vault in medesio! 

“I’ll go with you?” Jiang Ziya asked. 

“Alright!” alright! Chen Xiaobei nodded. let’s go together. It’s good to talk to me! 

…… 

On the battlefield, Chen Xiaobei had obtained medesio’s seven-star earth-god grade saber and his 

storage bracelet. 

There were a million upper spiritual stones and a variety of other resources in the storage bracelet, but 

none of them caught Chen Xiaobei’s eye! 

Only one key caught Chen Xiaobei’s eye! 

That’s right! 

That was the key to the city Lord’s treasure vault! 



The treasure troves that North Mystic’s Army had found previously belonged to the high-level members 

of the medesio family. They were not large in scale and the level of resources was not high. 

However, the city Lord’s treasure vault was different! 

Medesio had been in power for more than a hundred years, and his subordinates had presented him 

with countless treasures. In addition to the ones he had plundered and bought from advanced main 

cities, there must be a lot of resources, and their levels were definitely not low! 

“Ka! Ka!” 

Chen Xiaobei used the key to open the door, and the scene that appeared in front of him was exactly as 

he had imagined. 

There were all kinds of resources available. The main point was that all the resources started from earth-

god items, ranging from one-star to five-star, and there were a lot of them! 

The value of these resources alone had already exceeded the total value of the thousands of small 

treasure vaults from before! 

“There’s nothing special about the resources in the outer regions. Put them all into the Treasury and use 

them to reward meritorious officials or to trade!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Yes, sir!” yes! Jiang Ziya nodded and said, ” there are four treasure boxes in the middle of the vault. 

Let’s go and take a look! 

“Alright!” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei rubbed his hands and smiled. in every treasure vault, only the things in the 

treasure chests are worth something! 

The two of them walked over and Chen Xiaobei opened the first chest! 

There was a storage bracelet in the box. Chen Xiaobei picked it up and looked at it. He felt a little good, 

but not particularly good. there are 100 million upper spiritual stones in here. It’s not a small number, 

but it’s not a lot either! 

“This is already quite a lot!” 

yes! Jiang Ziya said, ” earlier, the soldiers had ransacked thousands of treasure vaults of the entire 

medesio family, and they only found 500 million upper spiritual stones! However, there are 100 million 

here, far more than any of the previous treasure vaults!” 

mm, I understand … Chen Xiaobei nodded. for a force like huge axe city, the leader’s treasure vault has 

about 100 million upper spiritual stones! 

of course! Jiang Ziya thought for a moment and said, ” there are 5.5 billion upper spiritual stones in the 

National Treasury. After deducting the expenses for compensation, commendation, repair, and relief, 

plus the 100 million we have now, we still have 5.1 billion upper spiritual stones! 

“What do you want to say?” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 



“5.1 billion,” Jiang Ziya said,”it’s not a lot, but it’s not a small amount either! As our territory expands 

and we have more soldiers, our expenses will increase as well!” 

“You’re urging me to make money!” 

“Don’t worry!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. With the expansion of my territory and the increase of my people, 

my business empire will also grow! We’ll expand the first love peach plantation, the Dragon whip wine 

factory, the cosmetics, the livestream of games, and the pill and equipment refining business. All of 

these can be operated in a wider territory and face more people, so we’ll definitely earn more!” 

“That may be true, but this is not enough!” Jiang Ziya was worried. 

“No need to worry! When the car comes to the mountain, there will be a way out. When the Boat 

Comes to the bridge, it will cross!” I’ve already said that I’ll increase my wealth tenfold in five months. 

Do you think I’m just trying to show off? ” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

“Are you serious?” Jiang Ziya was a little confused. 

“Of course!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. I’m not a pretentious person. I’ll always do what I say! 

this … Jiang Ziya swallowed his saliva in disbelief. 

“Alright! Don’t worry!” let’s move on to the second chest! Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. 
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The second chest was opened, and there was a strange token inside! 

“Eh? I seem to have seen this token somewhere before!” 

Chen Xiaobei picked up the token and examined it. 

The token wasn’t big, but it was exquisitely made! It was shaped like a ball of fire, its lines were agile and 

its curves were well-defined. It looked as if a real ball of fire was burning! 

“I remember now!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up, and he quickly took out another flame-shaped token from his infinite space 

ring! 

The two tokens were very similar in shape! 

But the token in Chen Xiaobei’s infinite space ring was bigger and more exquisite than the one in the 

treasure chest! 

“Xiaobei, why do you have a similar token?” Jiang Ziya asked curiously. 

“I got this token from the Pearl Hall mission not long ago! It belongs to the master of the exploding 

flame heaven sect, fiery King, who failed to pass the heavenly Tribulation tens of millions of years ago!” 

this is a token from huge axe city. It’s smaller than the one I have. I’m afraid it belongs to one of the 

elders from the exploding flame heaven sect! 
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“I remember now!” “I heard from old Meng that the fire cloud domain was called the exploding flame 

domain tens of millions of years ago!” Jiang Ziya said. After the erupting flame heavenly sect was 

destroyed, the ruler changed, and the name of the region changed!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei said, ” does that mean that the explosive flame talent was destroyed by 

Supreme King Huo Yun? ” The current 36 main cities of the fire cloud region used to be under the fiery 

King’s banner?” 

“If I’m not wrong, it must be like this!” okay! Jiang Ziya nodded. 

“This is interesting!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. I received the fiery King’s legacy during my mission at the Pearl 

Hall. I also admire your courage and determination. I’m determined to do something for you! 

“Right now, fiery King’s enemies have already declared war on me. I have already broken through one of 

the 36 traitors! As for the remaining thirty-five, I will crush them one by one!” 

“This is the fate between fiery King and me, and it’s also a mysterious karma! I’ll definitely do these 

things, and I’ll definitely do them well!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were filled with determination. His deep black eyes were filled with the memory of 

fiery King, and he was full of fighting spirit! 

This battle! Only victory was allowed! You can’t be defeated! 

“Since you’ve already decided, I won’t try to persuade you any further!” 

Jiang Ziya composed himself and said,”quick, take a look at this token. Is there anything special about 

it?” If it was just an ordinary item, medesio wouldn’t have kept it until now!” 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and immediately started to communicate with the small explosive flame token in 

the treasure chest. 

As Jiang Ziya had said, the small explosive flame token was indeed a spiritual weapon! As soon as the 

spiritual connection was established, some special information was transmitted into Chen Xiaobei’s 

mind. 

Chen Xiaobei was excited. “This is the token of the exploding flame heaven sect’s core third elder! At the 

same time, it’s the key to activating a mid-stage seven-star earth-god Dharma Treasure!” 

a mid-stage seven-star earth-god Dharma Treasure! Jiang Ziya’s eyes lit up and he said excitedly, ” “Do 

you know where this magic treasure is? If we can find it, we’ll be like a tiger that has grown wings!” 

One must know that a seven-star earth-god was already a very high level of existence! 

Although there was only a difference of one minor realm between an early-stage seven-star and a mid-

stage seven-star, the difference in battle prowess between the two was hundreds of millions! 

They were not on the same level at all. There was no comparison at all! 



To put it bluntly, even if all the seven-star earth-god level cultivators and their seven-star earth-god 

instruments were put together, they would still be far from being comparable to a mid-stage seven-star 

earth-god instrument! 

Because of this, Fang Yuanyuan could rely on a peak seven-star earth-god instrument to secure his 

position as the division leader of the Pearl division! Fire cloud Supreme King had also ruled the entire 

fire cloud region with a peak seven-star earth-god instrument! 

From this, it could be seen that when one reached the seven-star earth-god Realm, every small realm 

would increase one’s combat power and authority greatly! Status! Dignity! 

Jiang Ziya was a real God. He was excited not because he had never seen a mid-tier seven-star earth-god 

instrument, but because at this stage, this level of treasure was extremely important to Chen Xiaobei, 

and even to the entire Royal City of beixuan! 

However, Chen Xiaobei was very calm while Jiang Ziya was extremely excited. 

“Xiaobei!” Oh? ” Jiang Ziya was puzzled. from your expression, you don’t seem interested in this earth-

god instrument at all! 

“What are you saying! How can I not be interested in such a powerful magic treasure?” Chen Xiaobei 

smiled. 

 ” you don’t look interested at all! You don’t really want to look for this magical equipment! Jiang Ziya 

said with a frown. 

“You’re right about this!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged. to be honest, I also found the Fang family’s clear moon 

spiritual rhinoceros sword in the fiery King ruins! This sword is a mid-stage seven-star earth-god 

instrument!” 

what??? ” Jiang Ziya was dumbfounded. He could not believe his ears.”You … You’ve already obtained a 

mid-stage seven-star earth-god instrument? Why didn’t you use it when we attacked greataxe city?” 

of course not! Chen Xiaobei laughed. huge axe city is already in my possession. The clear moon 

consonance sword is my hidden trump card! You’re just killing a little chicken, why show your dragon 

slaying saber?” 

“Mm! That makes sense!” 

that’s right! Jiang Ziya nodded. such a powerful Dharma Treasure should be used at the critical moment 

to catch people off guard and achieve the best effect! 

“It’s good that you understand!” Chen Xiaobei smiled and walked towards the third chest. 

Jiang Ziya quickly followed him and asked, ” Xiaobei, don’t you want the treasure of the exploding flame 

heaven sect’s third core elder? ” 

“How can I not want it? Who would complain about having too many trump cards?” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled. this small explosive flame token has some spiritual guidance. I can roughly sense 

the location of the magical treasure. I’ll find a way to look for it after tomorrow’s expedition! 



I’m relieved … Jiang Ziya heaved a sigh of relief. 

The third treasure chest was opened, and inside it was a Pearl as red as fire. It was shining with spiritual 

light and had a threatening aura. One look and one could tell that it was not an ordinary item! 

“What is this thing?” Chen Xiaobei reached for the Crimson Fire spiritual Pearl. 

“Don’t touch it!” Jiang Ziya’s face changed and he quickly grabbed Chen Xiaobei’s hand. 

“What’s wrong?” 

this Pearl is just spiritual! It doesn’t seem to be dangerous! Chen Xiaobei said. 

Jiang Ziya squinted his eyes and observed carefully. He said in a deep voice, ” “If I’m not mistaken, this 

should be a fire taming Pearl!” 

“Fire taming Pearl?” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned,’I got a water repelling Pearl from the third Dragon Prince’s Red envelope! These 

two things should be the same! Why can’t I touch it?” 


